418,513 K-12 STUDENTS TOOK AT LEAST 1 VIRTUAL COURSE

29% of MI public school students

3,647,493 virtual enrollments were taken by K-12 STUDENTS

63% OF VIRTUAL ENROLLMENTS OCCURRED IN THE CORE SUBJECT AREAS

79% of school districts reported at least one virtual enrollment

2,207 SCHOOLS HAD VIRTUAL LEARNERS

81% OF THESE SCHOOLS HAD 100 OR MORE VIRTUAL ENROLLMENTS

76% PASS RATE for schools with a general education emphasis

74% PASS RATE for schools with alternative education emphasis

55% of virtual learners passed all their virtual courses

16% OF VIRTUAL LEARNERS DID NOT PASS ANY OF THEIR VIRTUAL COURSES

OF THE 67,014 STUDENTS who did not pass any of their virtual courses

99.6% of the enrollments

20% OF SCHOOLS HAD A SCHOOLWIDE VIRTUAL PASS RATE OF 90% TO 100%

9,412 took and did not pass 11 or more virtual courses

2,207 SCHOOLS WITH 100 OR MORE VIRTUAL ENROLLMENTS ACCOUNTED FOR

74% STATEWIDE VIRTUAL PASS RATE

88% VIRTUAL ENROLLMENTS BY TYPE

12% Part-Time

65% Full-Time

25% took only one or two courses

40,968 took and did not pass five or more virtual courses

9,412 took and did not pass 11 or more virtual courses
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POVERTY RATES

64% Students Not in Poverty

66% Students in Poverty

82% of Students

69% of Enrollments

72% PASS RATE for students taking 1-2 virtual courses

74% PASS RATE for students taking 5+ virtual courses

77% PASS RATE for students taking Part-Time

75% PASS RATE for students taking Full-Time

66% of Enrollments

65% of Students
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